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Can religion be ‘moderated’? And does the State have a particular

responsibility in ‘moderating’ religion?

Should a modern state tolerate all the forms of religion that claim the right to

be accepted? Or must the State put limits on them and define conditions for

practising religion? More: does the State have the right to intervene in the

ways religion is lived within the individuals’ psychology? Should the State

control the way information on religion is offered to the general public?

Should it guaranty that ‘sound’ theology is made accessible to everybody

wanting to be instructed in that discipline or even to become a theologian?

The rise of extremism, integrism1 or fundamentalism puts those questions to

the fore today.

Uneasiness shows up when we ask the questions so bluntly. They seem

to go against everything modern society is used to: respecting religion as a

private matter and not performing any ‘inquisition’ in what an individual

believes in the secrecy of his or her heart. But, at the other hand, is the State

not compelled to do it, when public security is at stake? And is it finally so

different from what the State does in other domains? The State secures that

good information is provided on public health (‘Smoking damages your health

and makes you infertile!’), State universities have faculties wherein the value

of art and literature is discussed, public bodies make rules for trade and

financial affairs. This is not necessarily totalitarian. Smoking is not made

impossible for you, you are not compelled to prefer romantic paintings and

hate surrealistic ones, you must not buy that Toyota car nor pay according to a

12-month schedule. Consequently, why should the State not offer clear and

trustworthy knowledge on religion, in the same way it cares for good

information and basic rules in other domains? Is it not a shame that people

fetch their knowledge of their cultural past relying on the Da Vinci Code of

Dan Brown, or worse? To put it in a very concrete manner: should there not

be State faculties of Theology so that people can make an informed consent

on religious matters?

1. The French word intégrisme has a different meaning from fundamentalism, although

dictionaries suggest this translation. The etymology makes it clear: an ‘integrist’ sticks to all of his

or her religion, the last details included. The fundamentalist sticks to the ancient, original form of

the religion and refuses every type of adaptation. Both stances are frequently linked with each

other, but they are different.
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This last question will be reopened at the end of our enquiry of today. We

will start with a more basic problem: are we able to define ‘moderate’

religion? Then we analyse the concepts ‘belief’ and ‘faith’ in order to see their

complexities and to see which elements ask for special attention. This will

bring us back to the relation between religion and ethics, as this seems to be

the most urgent point in our societies today. Finally we will briefly come to

the Faculties of Theology, which are linked with a Church or not, as in our

case in Groningen.

Moderate religion: a difficult concept

Moderate religion is a strange term. It is unusual that things appear to be

better when they are moderate. Moderation has the connotation of being just

average. Is that an ideal? I never heard someone praising moderate art or

moderate scientific research. Is art better when it keeps a low profile? Of

course, pottery exists and you can find it nearly everywhere, produced both by

elder hippies and porcelain manufactures, and it can be nice, but is this

acceptable average per se better than what will remain as great art? The same

can be said of scientific research and education. Surely, a university lecture is

expected to comply with ann educational style that adapts the teaching to the

possibilities of the common student. However, is it better to go and study at

an average university and to favour scientific research that keeps a low

profile?

Why then that seemingly obviousness in the statement that religion

should be kept ‘moderate’? When you ask people and insist on that point, you

mostly get an answer in this style: it is not good that religious people are so

devoted to their religion that they respect all its directives, the last detail

included. That would be ‘extremism’, i.e. going too far in the observance of

religion. This common feeling has been expressed in a quotation carved into

the pedestal of a bishop’s statue in Viseu, in Portugal. If you go there, look

carefully to this rather surprising representation. Really, it is a bishop’s statue,

even if the man wears boots and the text mentions that he was a hero in the

local civil war for more freedom: ‘To our bishop, the great revolutionary...’.

And the quote is as follows: ‘Religion is as salt at dinner. You really need a

little bit of it, but too much spoils the whole meal.’ I think, many of us could

agree with the bishop’s statement. A real human being and a real citizen

should display inner freedom, for this is necessary in order to be someone

who really bothers about his neighbour. Without inner freedom we are not

able to develop enough empathy to understand what our neighbour really

needs and to care for him or her.

But, to make things a little bit more complex – i.e.: realistic and

tricky – let us test the term ‘moderate’ on other domains, e.g. in car driving.

Would we say that a good driver, a ‘moderate’ one, is someone who interprets
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the 50 km/hour sign as just a general indication, while the driver who

carefully sticks at the precise limit is an extremist? According to our thinking

experiment, the sign would warn you of a particular traffic situation, but it is

up to you to decide what you will do with that information. Someone who

would always limit his or her speed in order to match this external sign, even

when it is night and there is nobody on the street, that would be an extremist,

not at all a good driver, ... And the same thinking experiment could be made

on tax payers who would insist to declare the last euro-cent they earned.

Wouldn’t that be dangerous people, extremists!

Of course, those examples do not ask from us that we display our

judgement openly and they are thinking experiments. But in the intimacy of

our heart, many of us will admit that they have more sympathy for someone

displaying a freer life style, accepting the general value of rules but not

sticking at the details of them, for such a free person is more reliable than

someone who just acts by law. Do we not meet here the core of the

philosophy of E. Levinas, who said that the only trustworthy basis for moral

behaviour is the ethical appeal stemming from the face and the eyes of the

other? Being open to the otherness of the other – if this is the core of ethical

behaviour, should we not denounce extreme attachment to laws and

stipulations as an attempt to escape from that prime experience of morality?

Did we not learn how far Befehl is Befehl (An order is an order) can lead

from real ethical experience?

If this were really at stake with our antipathy of extremism or integrism,

this would imply that it is not for the fact that those people believe in certain

things that we do not trust them, but for the fact that they display too much

rigidity in human contact and are not capable of empathy for someone else.

That would mean: not the content of the integrist’s belief system is at stake,

but the (supposed) effect of the integrist’s creed on his or her capacity of real

human relations. This shifts the topic of our enquiry from the integrist’s creed

to the integrist’s psychology, and opens a next question: is this incapacity of

empathy and sympathy caused by an extremist creed or is it just the other way

round? Or are both aspects the consequence of some further to explore inner

psychological structure?

Belief and faith: a complex psychological interaction

‘Religion is good but too much religion is harmful’: this is a common sense

statement that is even advocated by a Portuguese bishop, as we saw. Can we

go further in the analysis and distinguish elements in such a way that we can

understand that phenomenon? What is the element that makes exaggerate

religion dangerous. Many elements could be at stake: the belief system, the

ethical message, the way authority figure operate, the effect of particular
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central symbols, the type of human relationships presupposed as being

‘normal’, etc. However, as people usual point to the belief system and

governments are sometimes inclined to counter the propagation of extreme

religious creeds, let us start with the belief system, which is often regarded as

the nodal punt of the other aspects.

The current meaning given to ‘to believe’, is that one accepts the truth

of something without having any proof for it. Believing equals, according to

that view, assuming the real existence of something. Thus one can believe that

there are inhabitants of the planet Mars, that the biblical Flood really did

happen, that there was a time when the animals could talk, that there are dark

holes in the cosmos, that angels really exist and that they sing, or that there is

a God. According to that same view one can also believe that one is obliged

to do some things and to refrain from others. So one can believe that one

should pay taxes, that one should be respectful to authorities, that one should

use a condom to have safe sex, or that one should not discriminate among

people and even, according to some, animals.

According to that view, believing nearly equals knowing, for it deals

with the same contents and produces the same effects. Like knowing, it

focuses on something that can be expressed in propositions and should be

ruled by logic and consistency but - and this is the essential difference - it is

not a firm knowledge. Belief, in this view, proceeds from other sources than

real knowledge, the latter being compliant to the rules of observation,

verification and falsification. The act of believing, thus, results from the fact

that one is willing to belief, or that one trusts authority figures. It can stem

from naivete, laziness or other less noble motives. Actually, only the fact that

such a belief is woven into a respected tradition and that people manifest their

courage while asserting creeds obsolete to others excuses such a lack of

criticism. A typical example is the frequently observed reaction to the papal

addresses of the last years: ‘Of course, I do not at all agree with what he said,

but I am impressed and I admire his courage in his stubborn sticking to his

positions’. The same admiration is, however, rarely met when scientists

stubbornly stick to old-fashioned scientific theories...

Thus, a doubt emerges. Does belief really operate on the same track as

knowledge with the only difference that it lacks a firm foundation for the

propositions it works with? Does this popular view of the nature of believing

reflect the internal psychological act of believing as a philosophical and

theological reflection of the many centuries used to understand it? Let it be

clear: not at all. Let us nevertheless stay a while with it, as this opinion that

distinguishes belief from knowledge only by the underlying motives, but not

in the way propositions are processed in the mind, shapes the popular

opposition between belief and science. The secularisation that has pervaded

Western culture during the last few centuries is commonly understood to be

the result of scientific undermining of some essential religious creeds. In the
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hagiography of the victory of science over obscurantism, Galilei is a principal

saint. The sun was shown not to revolve around the earth, thus the Bible was

wrong, and from this first insight on, Enlightenment could proceed. The

untrustworthy character of the Sacred Text appeared still more once biblical

scholars, starting with Reimarus, stated that Jesus of Nazareth was not the

founder of the Church. Once Darwin devolved the origin of mankind to apes,

religious belief was finished for many people. The representation one used to

have in one’s mind did not fit with the objective, external reality. So these,

and other, religious beliefs had to be replaced by other, scientifically tested

ones. Once this was performed, one should be able to draw better conclusions

for the regulation of daily life. That was the hope of the scientific positivism

of the last centuries.

In support of this common view we are discussing, one can point to the

reaction of Churches against the rise of secularisation. They tried to maintain

support of the traditional representations despite all evidence. There is a story

about Galilei that the cardinals refused to look through the telescope as they

were not willing to let themselves be deceived by such a treacherous

instrument. Once biblical scholars demonstrated that the bible was written by

several writers who, one after the other, reworked the transmitted text and that

it was surely not Moses himself who had written the Pentateuch (the first five

books of the Bible), the scholars were immediately sentenced by the Vatican.

When they insisted that it was actually quite unlikely that Moses could have

written about his own death, the Vatican authorities made an exception for

that particular chapter, but continued to hold that all the other chapters had

been composed by Moses himself.2 When, finally, the Catholic Church could

not but accept the theory of evolution in 1950, the Vatican authorities

admitted that the hypothesis of evolution from primates to humans could be

accepted only under the condition that only one single couple was said to be

involved in this evolutionary stage.3 Even today there are similar attempts to

preserve old representations against all evidence. An article about the walls of

Jericho was recently published in a scientific journal, using new medical

knowledge to support a literal reading of the biblical story about the walls

falling down at the trumpets’ sounds. The article states that a nervous disease

exists in which hearing a sound of certain frequency makes it impossible for

patients to control their bladders. The article suggests that the inhabitants of

Jericho all suffered from that disease, the walls were made of clay, and the

trumpets produced exactly the critical frequency... Yes, the Bible was right!

2. Answer of the Vatican Committee for the Bible of 27 June 1906. See Denzinger-Schönmeyer,

Enchiridion symbolorum definitionum et declarationum de rebus fidei et morum, Freiburg, 34. ed.,

1967, nr 3394-3397.

3. Encyclical Humani Generis in Ibid., nr. 3897.
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Thus even Church authorities seem to sanction the popular view that

equates belief with knowledge. Surely, the difference would be that belief

stems from other motives than real knowledge, and for that reason operates

with representations which do not match external reality. Yet, in all other

matters, believing would follow in its intrapsychic functioning the same

psychological track as knowledge. The fact that belief and science can conflict

can even be considered as proof of the similarity of the subsequent

psychological process once the truth of the involved representations and the

propositions has been accepted. The only difference would lie in this initial

moment of acceptance and the motives prompting this acceptance.

Nevertheless, reference to a philosophical or theological manual brings

this popular view of the nature of the psychology of believing into question.

Rediscovering in those manuals what has been said for many centuries, a too

simple interpretation of the differences between belief and knowledge becomes

questionable. Is it really true that religious people (or, at least, a certain type

of churchgoer) are so deeply concerned about traditional representations that

they think that religion would disappear as soon as the correspondence

between those representations and the external reality vacillates? Could it not

be that the supposed correspondence between the representations and the

external reality is of much less importance than the motives which bring them

to the acceptance of a presumed or even only symbolically asserted

correspondence? And further: if the motives are so important, could it not be

that the subsequent processing of those representations in the mind is also

different in the case of belief and in the case of knowledge? This would

explain the fact that many people show so little concern about inconsistencies

in their beliefs that one can hardly speak of a ‘belief system’. Youngsters

especially seem inclined to combine fragments from different belief systems

into what sociologists used to call a ‘bricolage’ of their personal world view.

Also in adults one sees that some representations may be put aside, while

others are so sensitive that they may not be criticized, or even discussed. Here

logic and coherence do not seem to play the part they are expected to play in

science. The owner of a Spanish restaurant in the village where I do my

research on ritual flagellation once said to me: ‘I am from the Canary Islands.

I do not go to mass every Sunday, but when I have problems, I pray to the

holy Virgin of Gran Canaria. Why not to the Virgin from here, for she is the

same? I do not know... I pray to the holy Virgin from where I was born.’

Thus one sees how irrelevant it would be to discuss with this man the matter

of religious pluralism by saying, for example: ‘Pluralism is acceptable, if you

make your opinions explicit, formulate them in a logical, consistent and non-

contradictory form, and if you agree to discuss them with holders of different

opinions’. Such a claim would be as silly as the claim to an artist that he

should represent reality exactly as it is.
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Let us thus remove the dust from the cover of old textbooks and have a

look to see if something enlightening can be found there. Let us have a look

at those charming antiquities like fides quae and fides qua.

Fides quae en fides qua

The term fides quae, an abbreviation of fides quae creditur, the beliefs that are

objects of believing, designates the content of what is believed. As already

mentioned, this refers to such questions as ‘Do you believe in hell? in the

Trinity? Do you believe that Mary really appeared in Lourdes and

Medjugorje? Do you believe in reincarnation?’ Here we come across

propositions expressing a representation that one accepts as being true, i.e. as

corresponding with something really existing, although there is no

experimental proof of it and it cannot been made the object of controlled

observation. Thus the fides quae refers to the popular conception of belief we

have discussed in which belief seems to equal knowledge. At the level of the

fides quae, ‘God exists’ seems to be a proposition of the same nature as

‘water boils at 100°C’, with the fundamental distinction that no proof can be

given for the first statement.

The fides qua creditur, the belief that enables us to believe, is

something quite different. The fides qua is the very complex psychological act

which is involved in the intrapsychic acceptance of the reality of what is

formulated in the fides quae. The distinction between fides quae and fides qua

still appears in some languages. In some ways, ‘belief’ and ‘faith’ still denote

this distinction in English. In other languages, such as Dutch, there is only a

single word: ‘geloof’. Theologians distinguish between ‘geloven dat’ and

‘geloven in’ (‘belief that’ and ‘belief in’). Nevertheless, Dutch cultural history

has laid such an emphasis on the fides quae that people are usually not at all

aware that ‘geloof’ also refers to an intrapsychic dynamic. Although many

people have learned a catechism in which the three theological virtues are

linked with three acts, namely the act of belief, the act of hope and the act of

love (to which Catholicism later added the act of contrition),4 and they surely

will think primarily of an internal psychical activity while hearing the words

‘hope,’ ‘love’ and ‘contrition’, they rarely do so when hearing ‘belief’. In the

Netherlands, belief is so firmly associated with a particular content, a

particular fides quae, that the statistical surveys regularly made by the

planning office of the Dutch government ask the question ‘What is your

belief?’ while they mean ‘What is your religion?’, neglecting the fact that

4. See my article ‘Passions and Virtues’, in: F. Vosmans & K.W. Merks (ed.), Aiming at

Happiness. The Moral Teaching in the Catechism of the Catholic Church. An Analysis and

Commentary, Kampen 1996, 93-112.
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belief, understood as the personal and reflexive commitment to a well-defined

content, does not play a central role in every religion.

So one sees the importance of the fides qua in the discussion of

pluralism. As long as one confines oneself to the fides quae, and one thereby

confuses the intrapsychic logic of believing with the intrapsychic logic of

knowing, the problem of pluralism can be seen as the problem of different

people believing different things. If this were the case, pluralism would mean

that people accept that different opinions could be held and that they accept

speaking about the contents of their believing in a tolerant, acceptable and

civilized manner. Pluralism in the area of faith would mean the same as

pluralism in scientific theories that have yet to be proven.

Once one leaves this model and goes deeper into the fides qua, things

become much more complicated. Then the real differences are behind the

formulae in a different intrapsychic experience. The statements made in the

fides quae should then be interpreted as signals for a particular inner

experience on the level of the fides qua, thus of a certain type of psychology

linked with the fides qua. Pluralism, then, would address the conviviality of

people having a different psychological structure in the area of believing and,

probably, being also endowed with a different psychological structure in many

areas of life.

Origen’s subversion of the fides quae

In order to sharpen our view on the basic function of the fides qua and its

own particular intrapsychic dynamics, let us go back for a while to one of the

most ancient Christian theologians, Origen from Alexandria (beginning of the

third century). One of his basic convictions was that the Bible is essentially a

stratagem of God, addressed to the humans for pedagogical reasons. The

biblical text is meant to deceive us, but this deception is deliberate and aimed

at our benefit. A typical example is the existence of hell. Does hell really

exist? Not at all, according to Origen. Thus one should not believe in hell? On

the contrary, one definitely should! But why believe in hell if hell does not

exist? In order not to go to hell!5 And Origen adds that the Bible is full of

such stratagems...

As we try to grasp how this type of belief functions at the level of the

fides qua, we become aware of a very complex psychological process.

Initially, the impression is that the main question is whether the representation

of hell in the Bible matches an external reality, a really existing hell. But there

5. Homilies on Jeremiah XX, 3, text-edition and French translation: Sources chrétiennes nr. 238,

Paris 1977, 261-262.
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is obviously more to Origen’s text, namely the conviction that it may be

important to believe for a while in something that does not exist, and then,

subsequently, to become conscious that one has gone through a stage of naive

belief. This reflexive turn would lead to a higher stage of religion or gnosis.

Let us go to the text of Origen himself. His meditation on the deceptive

character of the Bible appears in a sermon on the well-known passage in

Jeremiah (20,7) in which the prophet bitterly looks back at the moment of his

vocation. In the Greek translation of the Septuagint, the reproach is phrased:

‘You have deceived me and I let me have deceived.’ Actually, one can debate

if the Greek text, using the verb apateuo, was correctly translated from the

Hebrew, which uses a very frank sexual image (‘You have seduced me, o

Lord, and I let me have seduced, you have raped me, for you were too strong

for me’), and it would be interesting to know if Origen was aware of the

sexual imaginary of the Hebrew text, but this does not appear in his

commentary. The essential thing for Origen is that the Bible says that God

deceives.6 Thus there are two possibilities. Either the Bible is right and God

is a deceiver or the Bible is not right, and then God is surely a deceiver since

the Bible is supposed to be God’s word. Thus, there is no doubt: God

deceives us. But why?

At this point in his reasoning, Origen introduces two comparisons. The

first one stems from the medical world. In order to convince his patient to

undergo a painful treatment, a physician is often compelled to lie. He hides

the sharp knife or the red-hot iron behind a sponge. The bitter medication is

blended with honey. Thus the patient is deceived so that the necessary therapy

can be carried out. The second comparison comes from the pedagogical

relationship. Raising children often requires that parents hide their love for

them and behave as if they actually hated them. It appears that an angry father

menacing his child never loved that child. This deception is, however,

permeated by hidden paternal love, which compels the father to use such

stratagems in raising his children.

For us, readers from the twentieth century, the statement that the Bible

is full of that kind of deception is perhaps not so astonishing. Since Marx,

Nietzsche and Freud, we have become used to opinions interpreting religion as

an illusion. But, just as we have become used to appreciating managers

6. The text of the Septuagint is as follows: èpatèsas me, Kurie, kai èpatèthèn, ekratèsas kai

èdunasthès egenomèn. The Greek verb apateuo (= apatao) means to deceive'. Many modern

Bible translations still have problems with the frank sexual image in the Hebrew original. Against

their usual policy, they shift from the Hebrew to the Greek text, or they find some more

fashionable compromise. Thus The Catholic Study Bible (New York/Oxford 1990): ‘You duped

me, O Lord, and I let myself be duped; you were too strong for me, and you triumphed’. The

more accurate translation we found in a brief inquiry motivated by sheer curiosity, was found in a

Spanish translation (La Casa de la Biblia 1992): ‘Tú me sedujiste, Señor, y yo me dejé seducir;

me has violentado y me has podido.’
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positively, we have become accustomed to regarding religious illusions as

being, in the end, not so harmful: are they sometimes not rather useful for a

well organised societal life? But we miss perhaps an essential point in

Origen’s discourse when we see in him only a forerunner of social theorists

who assert that an organized society needs the self-control of the individual,

and that religion is a powerful tool in this regard. If Origen was just a

manager who wanted to establish firm self-control, he would not say so loudly

and even preach that the bible is full of deceiving messages. Obviously, he

aims at something other than the effective continuation of a serviceable

illusion. It must be that he expects that the hearer will consciously deal with

the message that he has been subjected to a useful illusion, and that this

process of ‘working through’ will bring him to a higher stage of religious life.

A very paradoxical appeal to authority is involved in that seducing

manoeuvre of Origen. He makes use of the authority he is endowed with in

order to undermine that same authority. Implicitly, but not less persuasively,

his sermon carries the following message: in so far as you trust me, you

should not believe the creed I am supposed to proclaim, i.e. that a bad life is

punished by hell.

What is the effect on an obedient listener to Origen’s preaching? An

inner distance is created from what was formerly literally and naively believed

as being true. However, the result is not that one dismisses the whole of the

belief (I avoid purposely the term belief-system) in which one was previously

involved and to which the proposition ‘hell exists’ belonged. A higher stage of

religious life is reached once one knows that one does not know any-more.

This insight has become part of a particular mystical trend within the Christian

tradition. The docta ignorantia, the erudite knowledge of not knowing, is a

religious way of accepting that man is only a creature. This is not agnosticism,

for this form of mystique is aware of a certain presence of God in his

creature: God is in the trust and the serenity that accompanies the

consciousness that one can take a distance from oneself and that one is

endowed with the strength to put, time and again, everything in perspective.

Hence the docta ignorantia is a faithful scepticism, in which the possibility of

doubting is experienced as being a heavenly gift.

This religious scepticism cannot be achieved on the basis of solipsism.

It should be sustained in relation to an authority figure, in this case the person

of Origen. One feels oneself enabled to doubt as one feels the support of

someone else, who indicates that such a distance-taking or ‘epochè’ is indeed

a good and perhaps even a pious thing. A further analysis would perhaps show

that a deeper source of authority manifests itself behind the authority figure of

the theologian, and that in the end the possibility of doubting refers ultimately

to the divine authority itself. Following that perspective further leads one to

the conclusion that God agrees that mankind doubts. Even more: in so far as
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the human creature reflects in one way or another the divine, it participates in

a divine doubting. This is conceivable in a Creator who has to make choices

from unlimited possibilities, in so far as we can imagine, of course. In any

case, a religious element can be part of the self-reflection of the sceptic: that

is the first essential element we should keep in mind.

The second element has to do with the content of what was at first

taken for granted but, subsequently, put at a distance. The example given by

Origen is not chosen at random. The existence of hell reaches further than the

other examples we initially mentioned in our text, such as the walls of Jericho,

the Ark of Noah, the music-making angels and the inhabitants of the planet

Mars. Hell is a representation directly appealing to human behaviour. Hell

addresses the personal relationship between man and God and is linked with

love and hate, punishment and reward. Other psychological strata are

addressed here than those of the jubilation or the frustration of the scientist

over new discoveries with the latest sophisticated telescope. In the latter case,

the achievement of knowledge as human faculty is at stake; in the former, the

achievement of deeper-rooted feelings of attachment and rejection, love and

hate, identification and separation.

Catholics and Protestants

Origen was such an exceptional theologian that, once you start reading him,

you are inclined to dive deeper and deeper into his work. Unfortunately the

vicissitudes of history have diverted his influence from the mainstream of

Western theology.7 Grateful for the way he sharpened our perception, we

regret we have to leave him for the debate that arose with modernity and still

underpins major distinctions in the Western world, the controversy between

Reformation and Contra-Reformation. Here we will come across a more

confused theological debate, as the voices of the individual theologians were

quickly overwhelmed by political clamour and the interests of particular

Churches and denominations. The interaction between deeply individual

religious options and the claims of social coherence of ordinary people living

in a modern society, makes things more complex. It is not easy to disentangle

7. His ideas were mainly kept in the Orthodox Churches. There, a florilegium of his sentences,

the so-called Philocalia, has become very popular. Nevertheless three centuries after his death a

dogmatic controversy arose and ‘Origenism’ was condemned due to the influence of the emperor

Justinian. In the West, Origen influenced Bernard of Clairvaux. The Renaissance rediscovered

Origen together with Platonism. New controversies arose. Cardinal Bessarion was at the source of

a positive re-evaluation of Origen, but when Pico della Mirandola suggested that Origen was more

likely to be in heaven than in hell, he was condemned in his turn. However, this was not an

impediment for Erasmus of Rotterdam to let himself be inspired by Origen to write his treatise On

the free will (1524), a text that inspired Luther’s refutation in On the enslaved will.
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the impact of theological ideas and the social factors organising a civil

religion.

Drawing sharp lines, nevertheless, at the level of genuine theological

ideas, the classic textbooks and encyclopedias tell us that everything started

with two conflicting opinions concerning the very nature of believing.8 This

has to do with the inner structure of the fides qua in relation to diverging

conceptions of grace and justification. So one does not find in the classic

textbooks what the popularised cliche of the differences between Protestantism

and Catholicism lead us to expect: a list on the level of the fides quae, e.g. on

transubstantiation, indulgences, the Virgin Mary, etc. The essential question is

the relationship between belief and justification. This theological debate

carries an extensive psychological problem, centred around the question of

whether or not a feeling guilt is necessary in order to be able to believe, and

whether fear is a useful and perhaps necessary precondition for the

intrapsychic act of believing.

The point of departure is Luther’s view on the fiducia or the

fundamental trust as the real core of believing. To understand why this

controversy came up, let us not forget that, at the time, the Biblical text was

no longer only known by means of the Latin translation of the Vulgata. The

Greek and Hebrew texts were available and they had become the basis for

translations in the vernacular. The Greek word for the Latin fides or belief

appears to be pistis, and that does not at all mean to accept the truth of certain

representations on the cognitive level. Pistis means ‘trust’. Consequently,

believing belongs primarily to the heart, and not to the intellect, and actually

Augustine had already put that to the fore. So it was not so astonishing that an

Augustinian monk like Luther proclaimed loudly that belief meant trust and

confidence, and that he reacted against the fact that God became more and

more portrayed as the punishing Judge.

In the subsequent polemic we should distinguish two different problems,

which were frequently mixed up at that time. First, there is the question of the

role of the intellect in believing. Even if one states that believing is primarily

an activity of the heart, it is nevertheless important to be able to think about

that love. It could even be that the heart needs the intellect for noticing

something or someone to be loved. Thus, what is the relationship between

knowledge, trust, love and will in the act of believing? That is one problem.

The second problem has to do with the limits of our human faculties.

8. The most extensive information is still to be found in Dictionnaire de Théologie Catholique

VI - 1 (1913), art. ’Foi’ (S. Harent), and in J.-M. Aubert, Le problème de l’acte de foi, Louvain

1945, a more concise introduction in H. Fries (Ed.), Handbuch theologischer Grundbegriffe,

Munich 1962, vol. 1, p. 528-548. Further, one cannot, of course, skip the more personal reflections

of P. Tillich, The Dynamics of Faith, New York 1957. In the Netherlands, a recent book has

become very popular: H. Kuitert, Zeker weten. Voor wie geen grond meer onder de voeten voelt,

Baarn 1994.
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Reformation as well as Contra-Reformation agreed that the human being is a

fallen being, but they disagreed on the matter of how much of human faculties

had deteriorated as a consequence of the Fall and whether all human faculties

had been diminished in the same way.

Although these two problems are different, they can interfere with each

other. Stating, for example, that believing essentially belongs to the heart can

be understood quite differently if one insists upon the heart while one is

convinced that, in principle, the heart surpasses the intellect (To speak in the

terms of those days: that even before the Fall the heart was a more

trustworthy faculty than the intellect), or if one believes that the Fall

diminished our intellect so much that we cannot but trust our heart... The

same reasoning can, of course, be held with the initial priority given to the

intellect. Four terms shape thus the possible views on the human nature and

on the possible effects of Redemption: that the heart always surpassed the

intellect; that the Fall diminished the intellect, making the heart more

trustworthy; that the intellect always surpassed the heart; or that the Fall

diminished the heart, making the intellect more trustworthy.

As far as official statements are concerned, clear schemes can be drawn

of the choices that were made. According to Luther, the Fall radically

corrupted the human being. When God decides to redeem the fallen man, it is

pure grace. The redemption God operates is as radical as the Fall. Just as there

was one Adam, so there was one Christ. Whereas all men are sinners, He has

taken all our sins upon him so that we all have become justified. In this

perspective it is quite meaningless - and even presumptuous - to tend to

participate in the Passion of Christ. The only thing a believer should do is to

be grateful for the good news that we have been saved trough Christ: this is

the fiducia.

The Catholic teaching is quite different. Surely, the human faculties

have been diminished, but not so much that it does not belong to man any

more to accept or reject redemption through Christ. So there must be

something inviting us to accept God’s offer. To use a modern formula, one

could say that one should get enough information in order to give informed

consent. Knowledge, however, seems not to be sufficient in this regard, for the

central text of the Council of Trent dealing with this question states that man

is brought to believing due to a salutary fear.9

9. ‘[Adulti] disponuntur autem ad ipsam justitiam, dum excitati divina gratia et adjuti, fidem "ex

auditu" concipientes, libere moventur in Deum, credentes, vera esse, quae divinitus revelata et

promissa sunt, atque illud in primis, a Deo justificari impium per gratiam ejus, "per redemptionem,

quae est in Christo Jesu", et dum, peccatores se esse intelligentes, a divinae justitiae timore, quo

utiliter concutiuntur, ad considerandam Dei misericordiam se convertendo, in spem eriguntur...’

Council of Trent, Decree on Justification, 13 Jan. 1547, in Denzinger nr 1525.
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Why is fear so important? Historical research teaches us that originally

the Council wanted to refer to hell in this text but, in the end, this did not

happen. Thus no concrete representations were conveyed in connection with

the theme of fear. There seems to have been some reluctance to load the fides

qua with the specific contents of the fides quae. Of course, one could say that

the hearer was well prepared to fill in himself the usual representations of the

final Judgement. It suffices to have a look at the mosaics in the baptistery of

Florence to see how concrete those representations could be. But why did the

Council not refer to them explicitly? Perhaps we see here some compliance

with Luther’s critique that the Church had propagated until then a mere fides

historica, a belief primarily based on the acceptance of truth by the intellect.

According to Luther real belief started with a unshaken trust in the redeeming

God, a confidence so radical that it mastered every form of fear.10

Let us insist on the central role devoted to the contrast between fear and

trust in this discussion, for it will impose on the intellect a particular

orientation. Even if the primordial role in the process of believing is devoted

to the intellect, this is not, in the first place, directed any longer to the

external reality, testing whether internal representations and external reality

match. The intellect becomes inwardly directed; it scrutinizes its own

motivation. Both in the Lutheran as well as in the Tridentine tradition, a

reflexive turn is introduced in the act of believing, but this reflection differs a

lot from the epistemological reflection of the scientist who inquires if his

knowledge has proceeded from sound methodology and trustworthy

observation. The reflexive turn introduced in the act of believing focuses on

non-cognitive motives, giving them a particular weight and analysing the

sequence in which they operate.

At the same time that the attention shifts from epistemological to other

inner motives, we see that the content of the fides quae, the representations

which must be accepted as being true, become more abstract (or better: more

vague). In the Reformation this becomes still more the case when Calvin

10. A typical and early testimony of this Lutherian view is given by Erasmus Sarcerius, who

took a leading part in the Reformation in Nord-Germany: "Der Glaube ist eine Erkenntnis dadurch

man fest und gewiss glaubet der gantzen Lere die Gott seiner Kirchen ubergeben hat und hierzu

ein hertzlich und gewis vertrauuen oder zuversicht an Gottes verheissung von seiner gnade und

barmherzichkeit die er uns dan auch widerfaren lest umb seines lieben Sons Jhesu Christi willen.

Und können auff diese form und weise mannicherley beschreibungen des Glaubens gegeben

werden. Dierinnen dan die Dialectici mas und form nach sich verlassen haben.

In dieser beschreibung thut sich abermals ein weitleuffiger handel auff von vielen dingen:

Erstlich wass hier erkentnis heisse. Und wird das wort alhier nicht verstanden wie mans sonst in

gemein zuverstehen pfleget als das einer schlecht erkenne was ein ding sei. Sondern dadurch man

fur war, fest und gewis halte das man erkennet und dem erkandten vertraue. ... Zum dritten

schliessen hier die wörter (fest und gewis) den Zweifel aus und verdammen die Lere der Papisten

dadurch sie leren das der Glauben mit zweiffel bestehen möge. ... Zum sechsten so widerlegen

diese Wörter (vertrauuen und zuvorsicht) die Opinion das der glaube allein eine schlechte

erkenntnis der Historien sey." Pastorale oder Hirtenbuch, Frankfurt a.M. 1559, p. IV-V.
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introduces the theme of predestination. Central themes like being united with

God, being in Christ or being, on the contrary, separated from Him, all this

did not inspire a florilegium of pictorial representations, as happened before.

One has the impression that the traditional words continue to be spoken, but

that they become more and more a pure signal of an intrapsychic experience

of attachment or rejection, in which the object behind these emotions loses its

contours. The propositions contained in the creeds do not mirror an external

reality anymore. They echo a complex internal and emotional experience.

A psychologist who starts reading the texts from that period, realises

very quickly which unexplored field for further research is lying there.

Sociologists, following M. Weber and N. Elias, and historians, following

J. Delumeau, have become used to saying that the civilization process, with its

shift from external to internal control, started with the rise of modernity, that

the management of fear played an important part in it and that the difference

between Protestant and Catholic ethics has shaped different styles in societal

life. Thus one cannot but be astonished that no psychological research has

been carried out on that domain. In what way were those changes supported

by different internal mental processes as a result of the different types of

believing that were emerging at the same time?

One of the most curious things to see is the evolution both types of

believing have undergone through history. Both were subject to inner tensions,

contradictions and paradoxical turns, and finally they often came out at the

opposite side from where they started. So the Catholic tradition should, in

principle, rank the intellect first, which, indeed, appears on the level of

doctrine in the emphasis laid on natural theology and in the repeated appeals

to Artistotelic-Thomistic tradition. An inspection of the pastoral practice,

however, shows something quite different. The baroque architecture, the

sweet-hearted Saint-Sulpice spirituality and, time and again, the prevalence

given to mass Catholicism and the disdain for more intellectual and liberal

forms of believing, contrast sharply with the basic doctrinal assertion.11

People nowadays who convert to Catholicism rarely do it for the sake of

rationality. They are seduced by the smell of incense, the charm of the

Gregorian chant and the virtual reality offered by a well directed liturgy. As to

Protestantism: where have there been more fights on dogmatic matters and

divisions between churches? Although one would expect that the emphasis

laid on pisteuein in believing would lead to tolerance in the secondary

formulations adopted by brothers and sisters of the same belief, the contrary

11. For a typical example of an approach that does not pay any attention to the distortion

between the official statements on the essence of Catholic vs. Protestant belief and the actual way

it functions in the believer’s mind, see: Linda Zagzebski, ‘Religious Knowledge and the Virtues of

the Mind’, in Linda Zagzebski (ed.), Rational faith. Catholic Responses to Reformed Epistemology,

Notre Dame 1993.
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has often been the case. On the one hand, Protestantism has often been the

place were sound rationalism seeks refuge. On the other hand, when

rationality tends to become dominant in it, charismatic and experiential

tendencies often surface, insisting on the right' doctrine and even taking a

fundamentalistic turn.

How can one understand these paradoxes? A first question would be

whether there really was a completely distinct Protestant and Catholic logic.

Both were perhaps shaped by the same structures, but they placed the

emphasis on different parts of the same complex psychology of Western

believing, with the consequence that another, repressed element surfaced at

length. More than an intrinsic difference, a different phasing of the sequence

could be at stake.

Social psychologists rediscover the relevance of the theological debate

During the last century, the voice of theology has lost its impact on the

general public. The debate on fides quae and fides qua must appear as a kind

of antiquity to most of contemporaries. Nevertheless, the complex and often

contradictory choices made by Catholics and Protestants continued silently to

determine the way religion is conceived in the West. The Latin words may

have disappeared, the problem is still there and reappears in the question:

what is first? Belief conceived as a cognitive assessment? Or faith, the

confident experience of relying on someone, or at least, to be encompassed in

the absolute (or still other forms of fides qua)?

The general public and many scholars in social sciences give the

prevalence to belief. They think the notional side, the fides quae, comes first

and the experiential side, the fides qua follows. In thinking so, they implicitly

suppose belief works in the same way as knowledge: once you have

discovered something and know it, you will act accordingly. Is this not the

reason that missionary activity starts with preaching where after the fides ex

auditu, belief stemming from having heard, starts to develop the inner

sentiments belonging to the fides qua. Nevertheless, social research shows that

in many cases faith comes first and the notional form of belief is only a

subsequent implementation of the prime experience that was not on a notional

level. Is it for the hidden theological presuppositions still present in their

cultural setting? The researchers often have foregone the conclusions that were

to be drawn.
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One of the most famous examples of such a research, L. Festinger’s

When Prophecy Fails.12 An American woman, practising spiritualism, got a

message from heaven that God had decided to destroy his unfaithful creation

by allowing the world to be flooded once again. Only a small group of elected

people would be saved by a flying saucer, sent by God to pick them up.

Immediately, the woman wrote announcements in the newspapers in order to

warn the inhabitants of the city she lived. She gathered a small group of

believers. Among them there were – how could it be otherwise? – a few

researchers in psychology. The latter were of course curious to know what

would happen once the promised flying saucer would not show up. The

venture of the saucer was delayed a few times, but luckily a message from

heaven hat each time announced this delay. Finally, the saucer was firmly

scheduled for the next night and the believers were waiting outside, ready to

embark. But time went on and no flying saucer showed up! The psychologists

expected a tremendous disappointment, but just the contrary happened. With

many Hallelujahs the little crowd thanked God that he had changed his plans

due to their prayers. Immediately, the woman leader phoned up the

newspapers in order to announce the good news.

As this example shows, there is no linear connection between a belief

system, understood as the notional acceptance of some representations, and the

emotional, experiential aspect of faith. It seems the opposite: first there is the

conviction to have a special link with God in whom a human being trusts, and

this sustains some belief statements (in this case: that God will flood the

world but save the group of the faithful by sending a flying saucer). If this

particular statement of the creed appears to be wrong, faith stands however

upright and finds a different creed to express the initial faith. Nevertheless,

that conclusion was not drawn by the researcher himself. He wanted to stick at

the priority of the notional element. The theory of cognitive dissonance was

elaborated by him to keep the presupposition he was perhaps not aware of.

There is another social experiment going in that same direction. It was

carried out in the 1950’s by M. Rokeach, a social psychologist who has

become famous for his research on social values. He brought three

schizophrenic patients, each of them believing he was Christ, together in the

same ward of a mental hospital. He wanted to see if they would stick to their

creed once they were put in a situation that clearly contradicts it.13 Indeed,

there was a short quarrel about the right of bearing Christ’s identity, but very

soon the three men were able to accept and even enjoy each other’s company.

They just found different formula in order to affirm their own identity without

12. L. Festinger, When Prophecy Fails. A Social and Psychological Study of a Modern Group

that Predicted the Destruction of the World (Minneapolis 1956).

13. M. Rokeach, The Three Christs of Ypsilanti: A Psychological Study (19641, New York

19812).
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harming too much the others. This means that even in delusion you cannot

understand belief as a kind of knowledge on a wrong basis, behaviour and

feelings stemming subsequently from this wrong knowledge. However, also

here, this straightforward conclusion was eluded.

If schizophrenic patients seem too peculiar to draw any conclusion from

them, let us go to the psychology of conversion. People do not get converted

because they have been attracted by a clearly outlined doctrine that they

decide to accept as the ‘real truth’. On the contrary. Conversion nearly always

starts with an encounter with a religious leader. The doctrine follows.

Preceding the conversion experience there is mostly a period of one or two

years of mixed feelings of unhappiness, depression an uncertainty about the

own identity. Then one becomes attracted to a religious group or a leader,

often met by coincidence. The leader is appealing and gives the impression he

can secure a new identity, while the group is offering social support to that

identity. Without knowing anything of the creeds held by the group, one

nevertheless gets converted. Then one becomes eager to know more of those

creeds.14 This is the case of Zacarias Moussaoui, the man who is supposed to

have been in the plot of September 11 and who will be sentenced in the U.S.

We know pretty much of his life due to the account given by his brother who

lives in Montpellier.15 Both have lived in France since they were young boys,

they did not speak Arab and knew nothing of Islam. It was only later on,

studying at a university in London and suffering from what we can interpret

as an identity crisis, that Zacarias became attracted to Islam and bit by bit

became an extremist.

Let us conclude: a widespread opinion holds that belief is something

like knowledge, the only fact excluded that belief lacks a firm basis. This is

the reason why some ‘unbelievers’ advocate that belief should be replaced by

knowledge and that the progression of scientific knowledge in our modern

societies will make belief obsolete. Psychological investigation, however,

shows that this preconception is wrong. Belief is intimately linked with faith,

i.e. an affective experience. We should not immediately conclude that belief

systems are only the expression of the underlying faith nor, even if this were

the case, that whatever symbol or belief statement can be used to express

faith. But we should acknowledge that the relation is complex and that it is

completely idiot, as often happens in newspapers and in popular magazines, to

repeat ‘that is not true!’ to challenge faith.16 Faith is something different

14. C. Ullman, The Transformed Self: The Psychology of Religious Conversion (New York 1989.

15. A.S. Moussaoui & Fl. Bouquillet, Zacarias Moussaoui: mon frère (Paris 2002); Engl. transl.:

Zacarias my Brother: the Making of a Terrorist (New York 2003).

16. A striking example is given by the discussion, reported by Le Monde, that the belief that a

good Muslim would meet thousand virgins on his way to paradise, stems from a bad translation of

the Koran, as the ‘thousand virgins’ should have been translated by ‘thousand raisins’. In trying to
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from the consequence of (wrongly based) knowledge. This has direct

implications for the way a moderate religion can be conceived as an ideal to

be pursued. We definitely need more than an theory about acceptable and

unacceptable religious creeds. We need a theory on the acceptable and

unacceptable emotional motivations stirring those creeds.

challenge one interpretation by another one, one sticks to the fact that, once it has been correctly

read, the Koran is literally true.


